Principal Polytechnic, MANUU leaves for US on Study tour

Hyderabad:

Dr. Mohammed Yousuf Khan, Principal, Polytechnic Hyderabad, Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) has left for United States last night to participate in “Study of United States Institute of Scholars” (SUSI) programme for youth, workforce development and closing the skills gap. He is one of the 18 academic experts around the globe & the only academician from the Sub-Continent selected by US government.

The academic workshop is being organized by University of Montana, Missoula. He will also visit Oklahoma, Athens, Georgia and Washington, D.C as part of the study tour, which will culminate on 13th August, 2019.

The theme of the programme is “Preparing for the 21st Century Economy and Industries of the future”. The tour includes interaction & exchange of ideas with experts from the host country and other visiting academics. Teaching faculty and polytechnic staff extended good wishes to Dr. Mohammed Yousuf Khan for his tour and described it as an honour for MANUU.

Note: News and photograph is being sent through email also.
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